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Abstract— Watermarking technology serves a vital role in
information security. It focuses on embedding message (audio,
image etc.) inside a digital object such that the embedded message
is separate bound to the object. In this paper, I represent Blind
Embedding and Linear Correlation Detection based algorithm for
watermarking in digital images. I have used MATLAB for my
proposed technique because it is a high level technical computing
language for algorithm development, data visualization and
numerical computations.

II. WATERMARKING
A. Properties of watermarking
Robustness: It is the most desirable property of watermarking
algorithm for copy protection. It depends on message capacity
of watermarking, the watermark visibility and threshold
value. It also varies by the selection of images in size, color
depth and content. Effectiveness: It is the very important
property of the watermarking. It is based on the probability of
the message present in a watermarked image detected
correctly. Ideally, we need this probability to be 1.
Image Fidelity: In watermarking, the original image is varied
in adding a message to it, certainly the image quality gets
affected. This degradation in image quality should be
minimum so no change in the image fidelity can be seen.
Transparency: The encrypted watermarked pattern does not
visually end the original image fidelity and needs to be
perceptually invisible.
Payload Size: In watermarking, every watermarked work has
to carry message. Therefore the size of the message is
important as some system require only one bit to be embedded
and some system require big payload to be embedded.
False Positive Rate: This is the counting of digital works that
are recognized to have a watermark embedded when in fact it
has no watermark embedded. This property should be low for
watermarking system.
Security: Watermarked information must be secret and
undetectable by any unauthorized user. This is security and it
is achieved by cryptographic keys.

Index Terms—Watermarking, Blind Embedding and Linear
Cor Relation Detection

I. INTRODUCTION
The accession of the internet and the easy use of computers
and printers make digital data reception and transmission very
easy. The digital data accessible through internet gives
opportunities to any one for piracy of copyrighted data or
message without permission of the message owner. Thus to
avoid unauthorized use of message or data Digital
Watermarking is used by which encryption and decryption of
a message in digital format is done easily so that the message
is used by authorized users only. It is also a process of
information hiding. The watermarking process is applied to
waveform type of information source, which allows any
particular to add hidden copyright message or any verification
message to digital image, audio and video etc. The main
characterizations of a digital watermarking are as follow:
▪ Robustness
▪ Imperceptibility
▪ Capacity
The importance of each depends on the application how it
is used. In the field of communication and information
technology sector there is connection between the
communication and computation which offers many chance
for distribution and processing of important digital messages
like text, images, audio tracks and movies. Thus, boom in
technology makes easy for copying the data and use of pirated
materials across the network. To get rid of this piracy,
encryption and copyright principles is used so that only
authorized users can use the data. Watermarking is the
process by which we can easily encrypt and decrypt a data in
digital format, then it can be used by only authorized users
and unauthorized users will not be able to decrypt the data.

B. Watermarking without Side Information:
This is a communication based watermarking model in which
image is imagined as another form of channel noise that
distorts the message during its transmission. The terminology
side information is verified as assisting signal apart from input
signal which can be used for better encryption and decryption.
In watermarking without side information this assisting or
auxiliary signal is not available, the encryption and decryption
is done by input signal only and by choosing any random
variable of same dimension as the input signal have. The
architecture of watermarking without side information is
shown below:-
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Fig.1 block diagram for watermarking without side
information
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There is a watermark embedder encoder which encodes the
input message using a key. This embedded message is added
to the original message or image and transmitted over the
communication channel where some noise is added to it. The
watermark detector at the receiving end receives the noisy
watermarked image or message and it decodes the original
message or image using key.
III. BLIND EMBEDDING AND LINEAR
CORRELATION DETECTION
This communication based watermarking system is a blind
embedding system, which do not change the original image
parameters to embed a message into an image. In this system
detection is done by linear correlation detection. This system
embeds only one bit(a 0 or 1) inside the cover image. Message
or image pattern analyzing depends on what we are
embedding. Embedding 0 results in taking negative to obtain
the image or message pattern and if embedding is 1 then
pattern will remain same.
This blind linear correlation technique embeds a pseudo
random noise pattern with original image which has same
size and dimension as original image have. The algorithm for
encoder or watermark embedder and detector or watermark
decoder is as follow:-

Fig. 2 Watermarking using blind embedding Technique
IV. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
In this work, simulation is using Matlab software to find
the performance of blind embedding technique for
watermarking. We are conducting three scenarios as
following
A. Test-1
To examine the effectiveness of this system I have used 20
different images of same pixels (120 × 180 × 3 pixels). I took
the α= 1 for embedding algorithm and embed a 1 and a 0 in
each images. After doing this calculation for linear correlation
for each image and for the original is also done. I have taken
x-axis as linear correlation value and y-axis as percentage of
images that have its own linear correlation value

A. Embedder:
1. We chose a random reference pattern which is an array with
the same dimension as of original image. The elements of this
are drawn from a random Gaussian distribution having
interval [-1,1]. To initialize the pseudo random number
generator watermarking key is used that makes the random
reference pattern.
2. Image pattern is calculated depending on embedding a 1 or
a 0. If a 1 is taken then we leave the random reference pattern
as it is. If we take a 0 , we take negative of the pattern to get
the image pattern.
3. The message pattern is scaled by a constant α to control the
strength of embedding. If the value of α is high we need more
robust embedding otherwise we lose the image quality. The
value used in the experiment is α= 1.
4. We add this scaled image pattern to the original image
pattern to get watermarked image.
Detector:
1. The linear correlation between the watermarked image
generated by embedder and the initial reference pattern that is
generated using the initial seed which is the watermarking key
is calculated.
2. From the result of correlation the watermark image is
decided whether it is above the linear correlation threshold
value or below it. If the value is above then the message was a
1 and if the value is negative then message was a 0. If the
message is between the positive and negative threshold then
no message was embedded.

Fig. 3 Detection values for watermarked images test -1
As per result of watermark Images that has 0 embedded value
lies on negative side. Images have a 1 embedded value lies on
positive side. The un-watermarked images has a value and lies
on 0. The value of threshold to be chosen is difficult to chose
because there will be some un-watermarked images classified
as watermarked images, this is called false positive and
sometimes having watermarked images classified as
un-watermarked images, this is called false negative.
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As the number of images increases the threshold value is not
cleared as in figure 4. Again the Images that has a 0
embedded value lies on negative side. Images that has a 1
embedded values lies on positive side. The un-watermarked
images has a value and lies on 0. The value of threshold to be
chosen is difficult to chose because there will be some
un-watermarked images classified as watermarked images,
this is called false positive and sometimes having
watermarked images classified as un-watermarked images,
this is called false negative.

B. Test-2
To analyze the performance of the system I have used 10 same
images of pixels 120 × 180 × 3. I took the α= 1 for embedding
algorithm and embed a 1 and a 0 in each images. After doing
this calculation for linear correlation for each image and for
the original is also done. I have taken x-axis as linear
correlation value and y-axis as percentage of images that have
its own linear correlation value.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, simulate and analyze blind embedding and
linear correlation technique. The digital watermarking
technique is very stirring for image authentication or
protection from piracy. The blind embedding and linear
correlation detection is good for application where exact
watermark need to be extracted and channel do not consist
any noise then the exact threshold value be detected for
watermarked images.
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